Settlement: CLYRO
Site Summary

Site
allocated
in LDP

Candidate Site: 967
Clyro land adjacent to Castle View
Candidate Site: 577
Land between Hillside and Bloomfield
Candidate Site: 615
Land to the west of Penlan Farm
Candidate Site: 683
Land South east of Clyro
Candidate Site: 799
Land north of "Bloomfield"
Committed Site: P13 HC1 Land South east of Clyro (A)
ASN32:
Land North West of Begwyns Bluff
Site
Candidate Site: 967
Site Address: Clyro land adjacent to Castle View
Steep site adjoining the settlement and existing built
form of Castle estate housing on western boundary.
Access appears an obvious constraint given current onstreet parking situation, and limited scope for
improvement along the eastern boundary of Castle
estate road due to the proximity of Clyro Castle SAM.
Costs of developing the site may also represent a
constraint to development given the steepness of the site
with potential consequences of being of an 'overbearing'
nature to adjacent properties with potential for adverse
effect on character and appearance and the special
setting of the SAM. Nevertheless, the site is well located,
could quite simply connect to existing infrastructure on
Castle estate road and located proximate to children's
play facilities. Site would represent a logical extension to
the settlement subject to highways improvement. Worth
considering development boundary amendment to
include site. Amend boundary to exclude part covering
SAM. Max 5 units due to highways constraint. Allocation
not required. Include frontage within development
boundary.

Candidate Site: 577
Site Address: Land between Hillside and Bloomfield
Site adjoins existing UDP development boundary and
built form on southern boundary. Site could be
considered quite steep and development at the site
would need to be sensitively setback and scaled in order
to avoid causing an adverse impact on local amenity, but

Summary
The site has not been taken forward as
an allocation in the draft LDP as the site
is constrained due to highway
constraints and costs of site
development. It is therefore considered
that site commitments and more
appropriate site allocations identified
elsewhere will meet the growth
requirement of the settlement over the
plan period.

The site has not been taken forward as
an allocation in the draft LDP however, it
does fall within the development
boundary. It is therefore considered that
site commitments and more appropriate
site allocations identified elsewhere will

also avoid a detraction from the character and
appearance of the area. Site could represent a logical
extension to the settlement although the site access
junctions would require a complete re-think to enable
traffic movements from the sites to DMRB standards.
Worth considering a development boundary amendment
to include site. Allocation not required, include within
development boundary.
Candidate Site: 615
Site Address: Land to the west of Penlan Farm
Open countryside, Location unsuitable for large scale
housing. Allocation would be contrary to national
planning policy and the sustainable settlement hierarchy
of the Powys LDP.

Candidate Site: 683
Site Address: Land South east of Clyro
Site adjoins UDP development boundary and a site
benefitting from being a UDP allocation, a petrol station
to the north which then adjoins existing properties. Site
would require mobility infrastructure and potential traffic
calming to encourage more pedestrian movement as
opposed to vehicles to and from the site. Could form a
well-connected site given the footway infrastructure in
existence proximate to the petrol station. Worth
considering a development boundary amendment to
include site. Suitable for allocation adjoining committed
site.
Candidate Site: 799
Site Address: Land north of "Bloomfield"
Open countryside, Location unsuitable for large scale
housing. Allocation would be contrary to national
planning policy and the sustainable settlement hierarchy
of the Powys LDP.

Committed Site: P13 HC1
Site Address: Land South east of Clyro (A)
Planning permission for 21 units lapsed in 2011 however,
technical start made on part of site for 6 local needs on
04.01.2011. *Project level HRA screening required - River
Wye SAC. Contaminated land survey required.

meet the housing requirement of the
settlement over the Plan period.

The site has not been taken forward as
an allocation in the draft LDP as it is
located in the open countryside. It is
therefore considered that site
commitments and more appropriate site
allocations identified elsewhere will
meet the growth requirement of the
settlement over the plan period.

The site has been taken forward as a
housing allocation in the draft LDP as it
represents a logical extension of the
existing built form and was previously
allocated in the UDP. It is considered the
identified constraints can be adequately
addressed at the detailed planning
stages.
Allocation No: P13 HA1

The site has not been taken forward as
an allocation in the draft LDP as it is
located in the open countryside. It is
therefore considered that site
commitments and more appropriate site
allocations identified elsewhere will
meet the housing requirement of the
settlement over the plan period.

Committed Site: P13 HC1

ASN32
Site Address: Land North West of Begwyns Bluff

It is not considered that the inclusion of
this site would be in the public interest;
sufficient allocations in Clyro, which are
well served by local facilities and
services, have been proposed in order to
meet the land use needs of the area over
the Plan period. The site is highlighted as
having technical and/or environmental
constraints including, but not limited to,
access and highways issues.

